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Purchase your Practice Planner Today! 

Click on the photo above to hear about Alex Csontos', coach at Culpeper
County High School, experience with the practice planner! Click the graphic
BELOW, to purchase your practice planner TODAY!



On behalf of the National Wrestling Coaches Association (NWCA) Board of
Directors and our president, Coach Tom Ryan/Ohio State, I want to make you
aware of our Practice Planner version 2.0, that we’ve developed specifically for
youth, middle school, and high school wrestling coaches across America. A few
of the Practice Planner's different functions are listed below: Click HERE to
purchase your PLANNER today!
 

It’s web-based and mobile friendly.
It contains a complete set of lesson plans for the entire season (for
beginners, elementary, middle/high school).
Embedded in each lesson plan are links to a comprehensive video library
so the user can see exactly how the skill should be taught.
The coach can use the prescribed lesson plans “as is,” or they can
supplement the prescribed plans with some of their own customized
plans, or they can completely create their own plans (and link it to their
own videos).
The plans can be shared with assistant coaches, wrestlers, and parents. 
The Practice Planner also has a calendar to handle practice and
competition planning.

 
As many administrators with teaching backgrounds would agree, it is important
to “standardize” the technique that is being taught in each community across
the nation.  Think of this in the same way that schools approach their academic
curriculum.  For example, what a child learns in elementary math class is the
basis for he/she needs to know in middle school.  What they learn in middle
school is the basis for high school and so forth. 
 
Unfortunately, with most sports, there is little or no continuity in what is taught at
each age group level in any given community.  In addition to the Practice



each age group level in any given community.  In addition to the Practice
Planner solving the continuity challenge in wrestling, the tool will also address
the following guiding principles:
 

The head high school coach can work toward creating continuity in the
way technique is being taught at each age group level in his community.
It’s less disruption when replacing assistant coaches because there is
already a system in place.  The head coach simply plugs the new
assistant coach into his system.
We can no longer afford to have a 35 year seasoned veteran coach retire
only to have all of the institutional knowledge go out the door with him. 
This tool is a great way for the head coach to leave a legacy behind.

 
Please know you can enjoy all of these benefits for a nominal $79/single user
or $119 for multi user (all age groups that feed into a high school).    If you have
not already done so, please click here to order your Practice Planner today:
 
We hope you enjoy this terrific tool and good luck with your wrestling season!
 
Growing wrestling together,
Mike Moyer

Check Us Out on Twitter!
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